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A WONDERFUL WORD FROM THE MOST HIGH: 

The LORD MOST HIGH'S Plan is Full-proofed, Fool-proofed, and Fail-proofed!!! 

Certain things just HAVE to happen now. The enemy has been allowed by GOD to play in it, provoke it and hinder it. The 

hearts of the pharoahs of life were hardened by GOD against it for several seasons and moons but the plagues of life 

have come to cripple the enemy and all that he has used to go against GOD'S People. The plagues of life have come to 

devastate the enemies of GOD’s People to the point of grief where they will release! They will let go of trying to control 

(spiritually, mentally, physically or otherwise) GOD'S People! They WILL let go! They WILL release GOD'S People to do 

what they are here to do, to be who they are here to be, go wherever The FATHER needs them to go, with the Authority 

that The FATHER has willed for them to have. NOTHING and NO ONE will stop GOD'S People... not even GOD'S 

People. This is not a wish. This is not a hope. THIS is a Spiritual TRUTH and physical FACT. "NO weapon that is formed 

against you shall prosper" says The LORD. "I fashioned the hinderer" saith The LORD, "and the hindrances. I determine 

when their job is done, and I have. Their work is finished now. IT IS FINISHED. My People have died to many pleasures 

and have suffered many pains on the crosses I required them to bear. But the seeds of their sorrows and tears, missed 

opportunities and progressions common to man have germinated and taken root and grown and branched and fruited. 

And it is marvelous in their sight. Oh taste and see that I AM good," saith The FATHER. "Taste of your own fruit. See 

what you have bore. See what you have birthed. Know that all your grievances were worth this very moment and all that 

comes after. I will give you many seasons of rest and peace so you may fruitfully do what I've placed you in the earth to 

do. Live well! Prosper, soul, mind, body, Spirit, health, wealth and legacy! It was not in vain." 

 

The plan is FULL-proofed, FOOL-proofed, and FAIL-proofed. Will you BELIEVE? 


